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Visibility Challenge 
 

ABOUT THE CHALLENGE 

Welcome to the Visibility Challenge. The goal of this challenge is to retrain your brain - and nervous 

system - to feel safe when working in your business so that you can stop sabotaging your own efforts 

and start making more money. 

Why Do The Visibility Challenge 

When you complete this challenge, you will: 

• Become less frantic and frenzied in your business  

• Experience more joy and feel calmer in your business 

• Find your voice and refine your message 

• Train your brain and nervous system that it’s “safe” to market and sell 

• Create a volume of helpful content for your audience 

• Learn how to talk about what you do so people want to work with you 

• After 100 invitations you WILL make money 

• Have renewed enthusiasm for your business… because challenges are fun! 

Why Most People Fail To Build A Thriving Business 

The real reason people struggle in business is not because they don’t have the correct strategy. It’s 

because they are living on autopilot. Their emotions are driving their actions and results. And when 

they are operating from feelings like fear, uncertainty or overwhelm, the results are undesirable. 

Fear is inevitable when you start something new or market your business for the first time. You are 

stepping outside your comfort zone. Your primal brain is afraid that you might experience rejection, 

judgement, or failure. It literally thinks you’re going to die and seeks to protect you.  

When this happens, you do things like: 

• Spending hours editing an email, post or book and then not sharing it 

• Going live on social media then feeling an urge to delete the video 
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• Receiving a complaint and over-apologizing to the person 

• Compulsively ‘doing more’ when nobody buys or engages (to force a different result) 

• Feeling frozen because you think you don’t know what to do 

• Buffering with food/drink/scrolling/netflix/etc. instead of working on your business 

• Changing your business idea or model after someone questions your price, niche or offer 

These are all automatic stress responses – ways your brain and body try to keep you safe from perceived 

‘threats’. Everybody has patterns of behavior like these. However, these actions are counterproductive 

in your business. They slow down your progress and prevent you from living into your potential. 

Some people try to outrun or push their way through uncomfortable feelings. This doesn’t work and it 

ultimately leads to burnout. Luckily, there’s another solution. Instead of hustling your way to success, 

you can retrain your brain and nervous system to feel safe while working in your business. When you 

do this, you experience more flow and unlock your creativity. This is what leads to faster and bigger 

results. It’s also a lot more fun! 

Why The Visibility Challenge Works 

This challenge uses three simple tools to teach your brain and nervous system to feel safe in your 

business. The tools are: 

1. Redefine Success: reduce fear of failure and attachment to results by defining success as action  

2. Do It Anyway: break the habit of stopping when you feel fear, doubt, or uncertainty 

3. Tap Into Curiosity: fuel your action with a more powerful emotion to create bigger and better results 

Also, watch the following replay for a deeper explanation of how the challenge works: 

→ Retrain Your Brain Money Workshop 

Ready to have more fun and ease in your business? Let’s get started. 
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VISIBILITY CHALLENGE RULES 

The Visibility Challenge is simple. Below are the “rules” to follow when doing the challenge. 

Related Training 

Watch the following lessons inside Business Growth Lab for help doing the analyze and improve step: 

 → Selling Your Offer – Analyze And Improve Lesson 1 

→ Selling Your Offer – Analyze And Improve Lesson 2 

Challenge Rules 

1. Make 100 invitations over any time period 

2. Record your action (and reward your brain) using the Challenge Log 

3. Analyze and improve after every 5 invitations 

4. Challenge ends when you have made 100 invitations 

What Is An Invitation 

An invitation is a piece of content that is both helpful and shared publicly. 

Helpful content brings your prospective clients closer to the outcome they want (that your service or 

product delivers). Shared publicly means other humans must see or hear it. 

For example, an invitation can be a call to action to: 

• opt-in to your helpful freebie 

• attend a workshop/webinar/challenge/event 

• implement a tip/tool/strategy you share 

• feel understood and realize they are not alone 

• accept where they are and become inspired to change 

• book a consult to explore how you can help them 

• buy something that will create the result they want 

You can make an invitation anywhere, including: 

• Email 

• Social media post 

• Blog post 

• Podcast episode 

• Video 

• Live event 
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• In person 
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CHALLENGE TIPS 

Below are some general tips to help you successfully complete the challenge: 

✔ Decide to make the challenge a priority 

✔ Reward your brain by using the Challenge Log in this Workbook (or create your own!) 

✔ Share from your heart  

✔ Experiment and have fun 

✔ Get curious (not judgmental) and analyze after every 5 invitations 

✔ Spend <5 minutes creating short content (e.g. social media posts) 

✔ Spend <20 minutes creating longer content (e.g. email) 

✔ Use the CALM Method when you feel fear, doubt, overwhelm, etc. 

❌No overthinking, don’t allow your brain to be confused about what to say or where to share 

❌No perfectionism, just write or record something and then publish 

❌ Resist the urge to edit yourself 

If you’re struggling to know what to post or share, then you can use the content prompts in this 

Workbook. 
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VISIBILITY CHALLENGE LOG 

How can I bring them closer to the outcome they want today? 
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CALM METHOD 

The CALM Method is a tool you can use when experiencing fear, anxiety, confusion, overwhelm, etc. 

There are four steps: 

 

Comfort – soothe your nervous system (deep breathing, being in nature, moving, singing, etc.) 

Allow – feel the feeling in your body, don’t react or resist but observe the sensations in your body 

Listen & Learn – get coaching or coach yourself, ask questions like “what is the feeling telling you?” 

Move On – do the action anyway, and try to act from a place of compassion and curiosity 

 

Here are some more questions you can ask yourself during the Listen & Learn step: 

• What if nothing has gone wrong? 

• Why are you feeling this way? What thought is creating the feeling? 

• What is this thought or feeling protecting you from? 

• What are you afraid to feel/experience/do? 

• What is the worst thing that could happen here? 

• What is the best thing that could happen here? 

 

The CALM Method can take five minutes or five hours. However, be careful not to indulge in this 

process and use it to avoid completing the challenge. Remember, the last step is “Move On”. 

Sometimes, you simply need to do the action regardless of how you’re thinking and feeling. 
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CONTENT PROMPTS 

If you’re not feeling inspired, pick one prompt and see what comes up for you. Then, create a piece of 

content and share it. And don’t overthink this! 

1. Think about one time you ‘failed’. What was your biggest lesson? 

2. Think about one time you or a client ‘succeeded’. What was the biggest lesson? 

3. What’s one mistake you see most people make? 

4. What’s something you like that most people hate? 

5. What are your top three values and why? 

6. Write your manifesto and share it. 

7. What is your deeper purpose that you are committed to, no matter what? 

8. What makes your service or product unique? 

9. What question do people ask you all the time and how do you answer it? 

10. What’s one small step your audience can take today to get closer to their desired outcome? 

11. What are you most proud of in your life? 

12. What is one belief that has had the biggest positive impact in your life? 

13. What false beliefs are preventing your audience from achieving their desired outcome? 

14. How can your audience get a quick win today? 

15. How can you help your audience talk to themselves differently? 

16. What is one external obstacle your audience faces? How can you help them remove it? 

17. What is one helpful lesson you have learned from your child or pet? 

18. How are you feeling today? How does this help you/not help you achieve the desired outcome? 

19. If you could tell your audience one thing from your heart to theirs, what would it be? 

20. What do your audience want to feel more of? How can you help them feel that way now? 

21. Why is it important to help your audience solve this problem? 

22. What do your audience struggle with the most? How do you help them overcome this? 

23. What do you do differently to other people in your niche? 

24. What do you stand for (not against but for)? 

25. Why is your service or product faster/easier/different to alternative solutions? 

26. What is one way your audience can stay motivated to pursue their goal? 

27. What is one bad habit your audience needs to overcome to achieve their goal? 

28. What new habit will help your audience? 

29. Talk about something you read/watched/listened to this week. What is one relevant takeaway you 

can share? 

30. What should your audience stop doing and why? 

31. What are the top 3 traits of people who succeed in achieving the desired outcome? 

32. What’s one myth in your industry that you can debunk? 

33. How did you start your business and why? 

34. What did you struggle with most when starting your business or achieving the desired outcome? 

35. What’s one weird or funny thing you heard this week that’s relevant to your audience? 
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36. What’s one quirk about you that your audience doesn’t know about? 

37. How would your best friend/parent/spouse describe you? 

38. Talk about one industry trend you disagree with. 

39. Talk about one industry trend you agree with. 

40. Who is your favorite historical figure and why?  

41. If you could meet one famous person (living or dead) who would it be? What would the 

conversation be about? 

42. What’s your earliest childhood memory? 

43. Talk about an unusual tradition in your family. How does this relate to your audience? 

44. What’s your biggest fear that you’ve overcome? 

45. Talk about a recent vacation or trip. Why is it memorable and how is this relevant to your audience? 

46. If you were sent to a deserted island and could only take one thing, what would it be and why? 

47. What do you like to do when you’re not working? How does this help you in your business? 

48. If you could change one thing in the world for the better, what would it be? 

49. What is the meaning of life (according to you)? 

50. What scares you the most? Why? 

51. What captured your attention today? Why? 

52. What is your plan for achieving your goals this year? 

53. What is your 5-year goal? Why is this important to you? 

54. What inspires you? 

55. What is your life motto? 

56. How do you schedule your work? Or if you don’t schedule, how do you get it done? 

57. What life events had the strongest impact on you? Why? 

58. What piece of advice do you value most? Who told it to you? 

59. If you could travel back in time and witness a historical event, which one would it be and why? 

60. What does a day in your life look like? 

61. Who is the one fictional character you relate to most? 

62. What is the best gift you’ve ever received? Why do you value it? 

63. What are you most passionate about? 

64. What are the top lessons you learned last year? 

65. What do you do to stay productive? 

66. How has your industry/niche changed over the last 5 or 10 years? 

67. Do you have an embarrassing story you’re brave enough to share? 

68. What would you say to your younger self? 

69. What would your future self say to you? 

70. What lessons do you appreciate learning from your parents? 

71. What is your morning routine? Evening routine?  

72. How do you relax after a long day? 

73. What permission are your audience waiting to hear? 

74. What does your audience most need to hear today? 

75. How can you show your audience that it’s safe to take action today? 

76. What keeps your audience awake at night? How can you help them with that? 
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77. Why should your audience take action now (instead of waiting)? 

78. What are you scared to say out loud? Now say it! 

79. What is the most loving thing you can share today? 

80. What is one hard truth that your audience needs to hear? How can you share this in a loving way? 

81. What is your audience fed up with? How can you help free them from this? 

82. What dream do they want to get started on today? 

83. What is your future vision for your audience? 

84. What decision are they not making? How can you help them make that decision now? 

85. What is the most vulnerable thing you can share today? 

86. What is the biggest result someone has created with your service or product? 

87. What is the most creative way someone has used your service or product? 

88. What is your #1 productivity tip? 

89. What is your #1 creativity tip? 

90. What is your #1 organization tip? 

91. How can your audience nourish themselves today? 

92. Create a piece of content inspired by this word: Hope 

93. Create a piece of content inspired by this word: Freedom 

94. Create a piece of content inspired by this word: Love 

95. What does bravery look like for you and your audience? 

96. How do you find balance in your work and life? 

97. Describe a time you felt pressured to be perfect. What did you do to move past this? 

98. How can your audience avoid procrastination? 

99. What does it mean to live a good life? 

100. What made you smile this week? 
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ANALYZE & IMPROVE FORM 

Actions Taken: 

(Write out the specific action 

steps you took plus your 

THOUGHTS and FEELINGS when 

you took action.) 

 

 

 

Results of Action: 

(Describe the results of your 

action. Look for POSITIVE results 

first. For example, number of 

people who engaged, number of 

new inquiries or clients, dollars 

earned, etc.) 

 

Results Model: 

(Model one result – start with the 

R-line and work backwards to see 

what thoughts and feelings 

created the action and result.) 

C: 

 

T: 

 

F: 

 

A: 

 

R: 

Areas for Improvement: 

(Describe all the ways you can 

improve on your results next time. 

This includes your THOUGHTS and 

FEELINGS.) 

 

 

 


